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Beads of various sorts have been in use among the Indians of North
America for thousands of years. The European discoverers and
conquerors of America were quick to recognize the Indians' desire
for beads and were equally quick to exploit this desire in the differing contact situations that occurred in the historic period. European beads made of glass were used as presents to obtain the good
will of Indians or were used in trade for the purchase of land, furs,
food, and other things considered valuable by the white men.
The first recorded use of trade heads was that of Christopher
Columbus on October 12 and 15, 1492. In his log it is stated that
In order to win the friendship and affection of [the] people, and because
I was convinced that their conversion to our Holy Faith would be better
promoted through love than through force, I presented some of them with
red caps and some strings of glass beads which they placed around their
necks, and with other trifles of insignificant worth that delighted them and
by which we have got a wonderful hold on their affections. . . . A man
from Conception Island was presented with a red cap and a string of small
green glass beads. (Orchard, 1929, p. 14.)

In this simple manner was begun the acculturational process that
led ultimately to the disintegration of aboriginal American culture.
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It was more than a century
later that European
glass beads
reached the western Great Lakes region, introduced there by Frenchmen. Glass heads were traded to the Ind ians by the French throughout the seventeenth and much of the eighteenth century. After 1760
the trade in the western Great Lakes area was taken over by the
British, and after 1800 the Americans
dominated
the fur trade in
the area. Beads remained
in demand, so that both the British and
the Americans
carried them as media of exchange with the Indians
for furs. Thus heads of glass were imported continuously
into the
western Great Lakes region from about A.D. 1610 until after the
War of 1812.
Because glass heads were imported
into the region over such a
long period and because the styles of heads changed from time to
time and because such beads are often present ill the graves and
sites of former villages of the Indians, it seems reasonable
to suppose that beads of glass could be used by archaeologists
to date
undocumented
Indian sites of the historic or contact period.
The idea of a time perspective
hased on trade beads is an old
one. Some twenty-five years ago I thought it would be easy to trace
various styles of heads to their European
source, find out the date
.of the manufacture,
and produce a sequence of bead styles that
could, by association
with Indian remains, be used to date these remains. But it has not been easy, even for those scholars specifically
trained
in historical
research.
At this writing I do not know of
anyone who has successfully
traced styles of beads to their sources
of manufacture
in Europe and obta ined documented
evidence of
the times during which they were made. In fact, I do not know for
certain where the beads were manu Iactu red, hut I -uppose that
most of the early ones were made inVenice,
or perhaps in Amsterdam by imported artisans (see Van der Sleen, ]96:3;.
Happily
there is an easier wa ~ to ohta in a chronology
based on
trade beads·a way that makes use of data that were not available twenty-five years ago. Within the last quarter of a century various historically
documented
sites that conta ined trade heads have
been excavated
liy archaeologists.
Specific sites or clusters of sites
were occupied during limited and known periods of time; therefore
the glass heads associated
with these sites can be dated in a general way. Assemblages
of heads from dated sites can be arranged
in chronological
order and studied
comparatively
to determine
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the types of beads that seem to be diagnostic of a given segment of
time. The bead chronology thus constructed can then Le used in
the dating of undocumented sites encountered by the archaeologists
who are interested in the historic period.
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In the western Great Lakes region the earliest sites that have contained glass beads were those of the Huron and related Iroquoianspeaking groups that lived in Ontario near Georgian Bay, Lake
Simcoe, and Lake Huron. And in this former land of Huronia there
are two scientifically excavated sites that contained glass beads.
Each of these sites is well documented historically. The first is that
of the Jesuit mission, Sainte Marie I, that existed from A.D. 1639
to 1649 (see Kidd, 1949). The second is the site of the ossuary
made at Ossossane in 1636 (see Kidd, 1953). The glass beads
from Sainte Marie I and the Ossossane ossuary are listed in Appendix 1.
In addition to the two specific sites just mentioned, there are in
Ontario a number of Huron, Petun, and Neutral sites that have
produced glass beads. There is good documentary evidence showing that these groups of Indians occupied known areas of Ontario
from the time of the arrival of thc French, circa 1615, until 1650,
by which date these Indians had been defeated and dispersed by
Iroquois invaders (see Kinietz, 1940, pp. 1-3). Therefore the glass
beads associated with Huron, Petun or Tobacco Huron, and Neutral remains in sites confined to the parts of Ontario abandoned
by these Indians circa 1650 are trade beads representative of the
period from about)600 to 1650. If the heads belonged to a later period they could not have been found in these sites. A number of
glass beads from such sites are in the collections of the Royal Ontario Museum at Toronto. A descriptive list of typical heads from
Huron and Petun sites is provided in Appendix 2; and glass beads
found in a Neutral site in 1837 and described and illustrated by
Henry R. Schoolcraft (1853) are listed in Appendix 3.
Considered as a group, the glass beads diagnostic of the Early
Historic period are large tubular or bugle beads, 'star or chevron
beads, and beads with vertical stripes of two colors (Fig. 16).
Tubular or bugle he~s range from Y:!inch to more than 2 inches
in length and may be round, square, or triangular. in cross sec-
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tion. Some beads \ 1 ',h are "quart' ill section may be..L~,
and
some of the beads \ Ilh round sections are fluted. Usual colors are
dull brick-red or .ue. Sornr- of the bugle beads with round sections are blue \.'
vertica l (parallel to line hole) white stripes.
A common ...tv . of polychrome bead is round, oval, or spheroidal, up to Y2- inch in length, and _dull brick-red in color, with
inlaid white stripes, in each of whieh is centered a blue stripe.
However. III queen of Early Historic period beads is the chevron_
or star hI A l. These are round, spheroidal, or barrel-shaped and
frequent! y of large size, from 'Y:! to 1 ~~ inches long (Fig. 16, top
row). lite chevron or star beads a re made of six or more concentric lazers of colored glass. Alternate layers of deep blue, brickred, wlrite, and sometimes other colors were used. The main layers
of vldsS were separated by thinner layers worked into a series of
zig lags. When the ends of these beads were ground into curved
S11 rIaces
the colored bands produced a star or chevron-like patI /rn, and grinding
the sides of these beads produced alternate
ftripes of different colors. These beads and those described above
are often associated with various eolors of monochrome beads of
Fig. 16. - Glass beads diagnostic of the Early Historic
period, 1610-1670. Beads are from various sites in Ontario.
Courtesy of Chicago Natural History Museum.
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spheroidal shape. There are. also a few spheroidal polychrome
.'-1
bo
beads with spiral stripes, but they are a minority style. However, '/
polychrome beads with spiral stripes appear ill abundance in the)
Middle Historic period, for which they are diagnostic types.
I
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There are four historically documented sites that have provided
excellent data on the glass beads of the Middle Historic period,
1670 to 1760. Two of these sites are in the western Great Lakes
region, one is in the lower Mississippi Valley, and one is in the
James Bay area. Old Fort Albany, a trading establishment on the
west coast of James Bay close to the tmouth of the Albany River,
was built in 1680 by the Hudson's Bay Company and was destroyed in 1715. The ruins of this fort were excavated by Walter
A. Kenyon of the Royal Ontario Museum, who kindly allowed me
to examine the glass beads recovered from the site. This collection
of beads is listed and described in Appendix 4.
The historically documented site that has produced glass beads
in the lower Mississippi Valley is the Fatherland site in atchez,
Mississippi. This site was once the "Grand Village" of the Natchez Indians (Ford, 193 ,pp . ..50-53), and was occupied from sometime before 1682 until 1730. Although the Natchez were visited
by the French as early as 1682 the period of intensive contact did
not begin until about 1700, and it ended in 1730 when the French
defeated the Natchez in war and drove them from the area. Excavations at the Fatherland site (Ford, 1936, pp. 59-64) produced
quantities of glass beads in' association with other French trade
objeets and artifacts of native manufacture. The glass beads from
the Fatherland site are thus indicative of styles in use by the French
between 1682 and 1730. In 1940, I made analyser of collections
of glass beads from the Fatherland site and noted their similarities to glass beads from the Fort St. Joseph area in Michigan
(Quimby, 1942; pp. 545-46, and Plate I, Figs. 1-18), and reached
the conclusion that the glass beads traded by the French in the lower
Mississippi Valley were identical to those traded by the French
in the western Great Lakes region.
Fort St. Joseph, in the vicinity of present-day
iles, Michigan,
was established shortly before 1700 and lasted until 1781, although its heyday as a trading establishment was from about l700
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to 1763 (see Ballard, 1949). In 1937, I studied the collections of
glass trade beads from Fort St. Joseph and vicinity in the Historical Museum at Niles. In 1961, I re-examined these beads and took
photographs in color of some of them. A list of the styles of glass
beads found at the Fatherland site and in the vicinity of Fort St.
Joseph is provided in Appendix 5.
The glass beads from the Fatherland site in Mississippi and the
Fort St. Joseph area in southwestern Michigan are identical to the
beads found at the site of Fort Michilimackinac at Mackinaw City
in northern Michigan (see Maxwell and Binford, 1961, pp. 89,
90, and 117). Fort Michilimackinac was occupied by the French
in the second half of the Middle Historic period. I have examined
a number of the heads found during the excavation of the site as
well as beads in two private collections ohta ined from the site
many years earlier. One bead type found at Fort Michilimackinac
and not at Fort St. Joseph or the Fatherland site consisted of a
bright blue 'glass disk about :l~u inch thick and about % inch in
diameter. It had an inlaid design in white of a man-in-the-mooll
on the obverse and a comet with two stars on the reverse. This type
of bead has a lso been found associated with other types of beads
representative of the Middle Historic period in an Indian grave
on Old Birch Island in northern Georgian Bay I see Greenman,
1951, pp. 28, 29, and 55). Thus the ;mill1-in-the-moon bead, although of rare occurrence, seems to Le a diagnostic type of the
Middle Historic period.
.
Taken as a group, the polychrome heads diagnostic of the Middle Historic period (Fig. 17) are spheroidal or elongate spheroidal Leads ranging from :l'i- to % inch in length and' 1~ to 1,~ inch
in diameter, with straiaht or s iral stripes in a sinp.lf' contrasting
color. These spiral stripes are relatively more abundant than the
straight stripes in this period. Of monochrome beads (Fig. ] 7)
similarly considered, the diagnostic forms are elongate spheroids,
~ahedrals
with eight fac~t5._and two Aat ends, raspberry (or 1Il...!l1berry) forms, egg.shal;ed (wire-wound) forms, usually 9,Qitdarge,
a,.;d' spheroidal beads with Auting. 511~h monochrome beads, other
than seed heads used to decorate clothing and bags, ranged in
length from ~~ to ] 1~~ inches and in diameter from 1{. to % inch.
Although there is undouhtcdly some overlap in bead styles between the Early and Middle Historic periods, the chevron or star
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i" LlI'killi! ill the middle pniod.
Convr-rse lv, the sphe ro idu] or ('I.<tll.~att' <phe ro idu l I/(';t.l" with sp ira l
stripes and the q~~·"hal'('d f.~r(',\\olllld
kad" of tLt' \I iddle IJ i,;·
tori« period do tlllt O('l'Ul" ilt"llH' Early Ili ...to ri« period. Hut some
i\liddle Historic qeriod Iwad "tyl('~ IllCl~' a l-,o rt'pn'''PItI tilt' ('lo~il1~
years of the Earl\' Ili"lori., pcrind.
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Fortunately,
the ~las" 1)(';1(1" repre'i"lltati\'e
Ill' tile
l.u tc Historic
period are quite diHe-wltl froltt tl1O,.;e of tlt(' Earlv and Middlp
Historic periods and thr-re torc fa irly ca-v 10 n'('ogllizt'. Moreover,
they have heen Iouud rq)t'al('dl~
ill d irr--t a-sociat ion with the
kinds of silver ornaments
lItad.· for tit!' 1'111' trade hct wcen 1760
and] 820. and thus the v clearh' Iwl()llg It) tlu- Latc If istoric period
(sec Her7·jek. 19.58).'
.
Except for the srua 11 (,;et·d) l)I'ad ... u"t'd ill Iwad work of Vi! rious
kinds there ;;eelll to Ill' f'('I<!li\'('ly 1'('\1('1' l'l)('~ of Iwad" used irrthe
Late Historic period. Pnl vchrum« Iwad.; part icu larlv appear to Le
rare. One style of pol ychrome Ilead that i-, diilgllo,;ti!' of the Late

.-

Middle

Histori.:

Fig. 17. I't'l'iod.

Gla~~ heads representative
of the
](j-;-O ·1-;-60. Courtes y of Chicago
Natural 11istorv Museum.
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Historic perroi r-onsists of oval or barrel-shaped
(wire-wound)
beads of blue 'green
translucent glass with )vreaths of leaves
in yellow or whi l enamel encircling the mid-sections [equators}.
Another polych~,e
bead that is representative of the Late Historic period belon, to the olka dot or e ed bead class. It is round
or spheroidal, usu lly about % inch in diameter, and made of
opaque glass that ,dark
blue or black. The dots, or eyes, are
enamel and the cok.-, vary. Some dots are white. Others are white
partly superimposed hy yellow, and still others have alternately
red and blue dots Oil top of the white. However, polychrome beads
of any sort are rare in the Late Historic period and therefore not
as useful for datinu purposes as some other types of beads.
A more popular \ lass of monochrome beads diagnostic of the
Late Historic ppr, .d embraces several sizes and colors of multifaceted cut glas., lorms (Fig. 18). Some varieties of this class are
about ~ inch '.'1 diameter and 14 to 12 inch long; with ei hteen or
more facets. (.olors noted are aquamarine blue, -;;merald green,
crystal, and old heliotrope or lavender. Some smaller varieties
of multifaveted beads of cut glass are o/t6 inch in diameter and
from o/t H to % 6 inch in length. They have fifteen or more facets
and genv rally are cobalt blue although some are of crystal color.
Most ot the multifaceted varieties of beads are translucent regardless 01 color. And all of the varieties of multifaceted cut ~s
beads, regardless of color and size, are diagnostic of the Late Hisperiod.
.
rnitation wampum beads in opaque white, black, or dark blue
a e also characteristic of the late period. They are small tubular
jJeads about Vs inch in diameter and o/t6 to % 6 inch in length. It is
/ often difficult for me to distinguish these beads from the manufac; tured shell beads or wampum that also were traded by white men
/ during the same period.
Other characteristic styles of glass monochrome beads include
. the following: oblate spheroidal beads of opaque dirty pink ranging from o/t 6 to % inch in diameter and from Vs to 14 inch in
length; spheroidal and oblate spheroidal beads of translucent green
or blue from ~ to % inch in diameter; spheroidal and drawn teardrop forms of opaque glossy black about 14 to %'inch in diameter;
oblate spheroidal beads of translucent light blue o/t 6 inch in diameter; spheroidal beads of translucent blue o/t 6 to 14 inch in
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diameter; and spheroidal beads of ~ le red over a inkish ~
ranging in diameter from =x 6 to % 6 inch.
In general, glass beads are not so important in dating sites of
the Late Historic period as they are in the Early and Middle Historic periods. This is because of the popularity of silver ornaments
in the late period. Whereas glass beads were the most p~ular
form of imported adornment in the Early and Middle HIstoric
periods they are relegated to a secondary position or practically
superseded by various kinds.of silver ornaments in the Late Historic period. However, seed beads - small beads used in ornamental bead work rather than in necklaces (see Fig. 19) -became

Fig. lB.-Glass
beads
representative of the Late Historic
period, 1760-1820. Courtesy
of Chicago Natural History
.
Museum.
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Fig. 19. - Small glass beads, called seed beads, woven
into an ornamental pattern on garters made about 1760. These
garters are in the collection of Chicago Natural History
Museum. The upper two garters were acquired by JefIrey
Amherst between 1758 and 1763.

relatively more popular and more abundant in the Late Historic period. And although seed beads deserve better treatment than I have
given them, their chronological
importance is negligible compared to that of trade silver ornaments, which are discussed in
Chapter 7.
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Ste Marie I, excavated by Kenneth E. Kidd, of Vie Royal Ontario
Mu. eum, was the site of a former French nir-sion on the Wye
River near Midland, Ontario. Founded in 1('.1,<) by the Jesuits as
a center for their activities among the Hu r 11, Ste Marie I lasted
until 1649, when it was destroye-d (Kidd. 1")49,p. 3). The styles
of glass trade beads found in the excav.n ion of this site (Kidd,
1949, pp. 140-42) were as Iollow-i:
1. Long tubular beads with sq 1Ia n' ,TOSS section, % inch in
diameter and about lh to 2
inches lOll.\. volor opaque and like
red slate or dull red brick. Ends of thi" [YI)e of bead are unfinished, indicating beads were broken frOI 1 exceedingly long tube
or cane.
2. The same style of bead with spiral S twist.
3. Short tubular beads with round rro: ~ section, Ys to % inch
in diameter and % to % inch long. col ••r upaque and like red slate
or dull red brick. Ends are unfinished.
4. Small round beads '~ to ~ mch III diameter with opaque
dull coral red exterior and a core of ('01011e5s glass that looks
black .on casual inspection because of mask in; r-Hect of outer layer
of red. This style is known as Cornaline d'AI. ppo.
I ~
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5, Small round beads ~K to ~/I inch in diameter that are opaque
11coral red throughout.
6. Small globular beads 7i 6 to ~) 6 inch in diameter and 7i6
o ~ inch in length, opaque dark blue or opaque light blue in
color.
7. Small ovate-oblong blue beads similar to those described
above.
8. Long tubular beads, round in cross section, )~ inch in diameter and about 1Y.; inches long, with spiral grooves, opaque blue
color.
'Lhe Ossossane ossuary in Simcoe County, Ontario, was also
excavated by Kenneth E. Kidd (1953, pp. 359-79). This mass
burial consisted of the skeletal remains of about one thousand
Huron Indians who died between 1624 and ] 636. The actual
burial ceremony took place in May of 1636 and was witnessed
bv the Jesuit priest, Jean Brebeuf, who recorded his observations.
The types of glass beads found with the burials (Kidd, 1953, p.
369 and Fig. ]23) were as follows:
1. Long tubular beads with square cross section about ~ inch
in diameter and ~ to 3 inches long, of opaque dull hrick red color.
Ends of beads are unfinished.
2. The same style of bead with spiral S-twisl.
3. Long tubular beads with triangular cross section, without
twist, but otherwise similar to the above-mentioned red tubular:
beads.
4. Small round beads about % inch in diameter 'with opaque
red exterior and colorless core, Cornaline d' Aleppo stvle.
5. Small round beads about )~ inch in dian t't ••) that are of
opaque blue color.
6. Small elliptical Leads (footba 11 •..ha . I • 1II.·h long and
opaque white in color.
7. Polychrome chevron or star bead". barrl.~l'
pt'·d about Y:!
inch in diameter and % inch in length. Th« ('anc", 1.\ which these
beads are formed were built up of concentric la\l',...
deep cobalt blue, opaque brick red, opaque white, alld sometimes other
colors, in six or more bands. The main layers an.>divided by thinner ones, and the dividing surfaces are worked into 11 series of zigzags producing a chevron effect at the ends of the beads and a
starlike pattern in cross section.
(
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8. Polychrome oval beads about 1~ inch long of
red color with three vertical opaque white stripes, in
is an opaque Lluestripc.
9. Polychrome oval beads about :IR to Y:! inch
opaque light blue color with three vertical opaque

185
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1n the collections of the Royal Ontario Museum at Toronto, Cansda, there are glass beads from various Huron and Petun sites in
Ontario. As explained elsewhere such beads must represent the
period from about 1600 to not later than 1650, otherwise they could
not have been associated with Buron artifacts in that region. The
following types of glass beads were among those observed by me
in the Royal Ontario Museum's collections:
1. Long tubular beads of opaque brick red color, square or
round in cross section, of same style already described in Appendix 1.
2. Similar beads of opaque blue, round section.
3. Small round beads with opaque red exterior and colorless
core, Cornaline d'Aleppo style.
4. Small round beads similar in size and shape to Cornaline
d'Aleppo style but opaque red color throughout.
5. Small round beads of opaque dark or light blue.
6. Small round beads of opaque white.
7. Small elliptical or football-shaped beads of opaque white.
8. Polychrome chevron or star beads, oval and barrel-shaped
116
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with rounded rim. Colors of opafJlIt' deep blue, opaque brick red.
and opaque white. Size ranges from I,~ to 11~ inches in diameter
and from ~ to ) I ': inl'lw!> ill length.
I[bbJh.9. Polychrotue round and oval beads of opaque brick red with
vertical opaqup '" hite stripes, in each of which is an opaque hlue
stripe.
Irbb2..10. Similar beads that have been Aattened to produce a flat
ovoid form with white and blue stripes on obverse and reverse.
lbbl 11. Short tubular beads of opaque brick red with three opaque
white stripes, in each of which is centered a blue stripe.
JIb'n. 12. Polychrome
ova I and round beads of opaque blue with
litLthree vertical opaque white stripes.
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In 1837 many glass beads and various artifacts were excavated
from neutral Indian burials at Beverly, near Dundas, Ontario, by
curiosity-seekers and pioneer pot-hunters. Neutral contact with the
French began shortly after A.D. 1600, and by 1650 the Neutral had
been driven from the area by the Iroquois; therefore the beads
from the Beverly ossuaries must date between 1600 and 1650.
Henry R. Schoolcraft (1853, I, 103-4, Plates 8, 9, 24, 25; and
1857, VI, 603, Plate 25) obtained data concerning the site and
some of the glass beads and other artifacts.
The glass beads illustrated by Schoolcra ft include long tubular
beads of opaque brick red, either round or square III cross section,
a similar bead with square cross ection and a spiral Svtwist, large
polychrome chevron or star beads, long tubular beads of opaque
blue with round or square cross sections, a long tubular bead of
opaque blue with vertical while stripes, and some short cylindrical
monochrome and polychrome beads with unfinished ends. These
short cylindrical beads look as if they had been made by breaking
more or less standardized segments from a continuous tube that
already had all of the characteristics of these ht> ds except size.
The monochrome beads of this class were opaque cl •• rk blue, opaque
III
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light blue, opaque white, and opaque brick red. The polychrome
beads were opa.,ue blue with vertical stripes of opaque white,
opaque blue with spiral stripes of opaque white, and opaque white
with spiral stripes of opaque red, in each of which is centered an
opaque blue stripe.
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The glass beads excavated from Old Fort Albany by WaIter A.
Kenyon are in the collections of the Royal Ontario Museum. Old
Fort Albany was built in ]680 and destroyed in 1715; therefore
the beads associated with its ruins must have been at the fort sometime between 1680 and 1715. These glass beads include the following types:
1. Long tubular beads of opaqlle blue about :J~ to 1 % inches
long.
2. Elongate spheroida I heads :\~,; 10 :l~ inch in diameter and
% to % inch long of opaque white. These hearl- u-sua ll y have a nib
or slight projection at the Iine hole.
3. Small Iootha ll-shaped heuds about :;, inch long of opaque
bluish green.
4. Small round beads of opaque bluish green about 1~ inch in
diameter.
5. Oblate spheroidal beads of opaque blue about ~~ inch in
diameter.
6. Elongate spheroidal beads of opaque blue about % inch
in diameter and ~~ inch in length.
7. Oblate spheroidal beads about :\~ inch in diameter of opaque
190
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brick red with trall"lul't'1I1 co lorless core- Ihat ~IPPt'ill' to 1)(' hlack
011 casual
insper-tiun. Thi- is the Corua l ir«: dAlcppo
-I v lr.
8. Elon;c.dtp ~plwroidaj
beads of the sa;ne :,tyle a hout
inch
in length.
9. Large "Idate spheroidal
Iwad" of shiny black about I .• inch
in diameter.
10. Small round and ohlate spheroidal
beads of opaque white
about J~ inch in diamete-r.
I

11. Small round or ohlate spheroidal
Leads of opaque
blue
about % to % inch in diameter.
I~. Small oblate spheroidal
shiny black beads about ~~ inch
in ,j i.uneter.
i.{ "'mall oblate spheroida I heads about I~ inch in diameter,
uf OP;lIll1P dull red exterior with core of translucent
colorless glass
that looks black Oil casual iu-pect ion. This i,.. a Corua line d'Aleppo
style.
14. Long tubular polychronu- heads of ()paque hlue with vertical (parallel
to line hole) white stripes. These heads are about
I inch in length, and round in nos" section.
15. Long tubular polychrome
Iwad" a hout 1 inch long of opaque
white with two spiraling
,.;trip"'" of njlilqlll' rcddi,.;h hrown.
16. Elongate
spheroidal
polvrh rnrnc heads about L~ inch long
of opaque white with three ve rt irul stripcs of opaque l.rick red.
17. Large oblate spheroidal
po lvclnome
heads about % to ~
inch ill d iameter and of Opil'llH'
black \\ ill! three \\<-Ivy stripes of
opaque white placed hor izorua l lv (at rip;ht al1~k,.; to the direction
of the line hole).
/
Nu mhers 2, ]6, and 17 ;11" diap;I1():;tic of the\1iddle
l listor io'
period. particularly
of the [i r-t half of it. Proliahlv
the hugle
tubu l.i r beads, numbers
1.1 l-, and 15. are also diagnostic
of ~le
ear lv part of the Middle Historic period.
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BEADS
FROM

FROM

THE

THE

FORT

FATHERLAND

ST. JOSEPH

I {p 70 -

SITE

AHEA

1700

The following description
of bead,.; from the: Fatherland
site and
the Fort St. Joseph area is one that I «omp leted in 1941. However,
I have recently checked it against photographs of beads from each
of the collections.
SEED

BEADS

(VERY

S!\IALL

nEAJ)~

I

. Colorless
Colorless, tra ns lucent. ol.!all' ~plH'r(lid;il <tilt! t n i . 1.11gla"s beads
with diameters from 1, indl ,111I11"Il[!til' 11''''
'"
"inch.
lvlonochrome
Blue-green, ohlate sphc ro ida I and tul.u la r ~la,,eters from 11" to :{16 inch and length,., [rr.m 11':

with diam"in('h.

I"',HI,
I"

Pol-ychrome
Cornaline
dAleppo
type, red Op<lqlll' \\ ill: tran-dlll'pnt bluish
center, oblate spheroidal
glas..; heads ahout ", ill..!! ill diameter
and about 1';' inch in length.
/'
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ELONGATE SPHEROID .••I

Colorless
Colorle- .... translucent,
arneters frorl! '11,; to ~;6

SITt::

A:-'O

FORT

ST,

JOSEI'H
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Ih,Ans
elongate spheroidal
gb ...s Iwads with d iinch and length" from :lx to
inch.
!~~()

M(Jrwchrumf'
\1 i lk y-wh ite, somewhat
translucent,
elongate spheroidal
glass
Lead with a diameter of ", inch and a kngth of ] III f, inches.
"hite,
opaque, elongate spheroidal
glass Leads with diameters
from :)~n to % inch and lengths from \, to % inch.
Cray-blue,
opaque, elongate spheroidal
glass beads with diameter- from :~!i to \, inch and lengths from \, to ;~ inch.
Dark blue, opaque, elongate spheroidal
gla,;,.. heads with diarnete rs from }J 6 to % inch and lengths [rum :\ to ':',,..inch.
Polychrome
Green, translucent,
elongate .sphero irla 1 glass beads with eight
inlaid white bars parallel
to the line hole. The diameters
range
from 1 ~ to % inch and tilt' ICllgths frolll :I~ to 1~ inch.
Cra y-blue, opaque, e louaate spheroidal
glass Leads with three
inlu id bars parallel to the l in« lio l«. TIlt',,(, liars have white margins
\\ ith red centers. The diameter"
r<lllgC from :1J, (; to ~J"u inch and
lilt' lellgths from % to 1:);'.; inch.
Hlut'. opa'lue, elongate "l'llI'roidal
glass heads with three in:.ild 1,.II"s parallel to the line hole. These liars have "bite margins
dlld H·d «e-nters. The d iamr-tcr- range [rorn I" to », inch and the
It·lI!!th ... from % to % inch.
Bidd" opaque, elongate ,..plll'l"oidal glass beads with three white
till:! id ha rs parallel
to the Iillt' hole. The diameter" range from 1;;;
I" l"~ in.-h and lengths
from ':, to ~~ inch.
Blue. translucent,
elongate spheroidal
glass beads with five white
Inlaid sp ira l bars. The diameters
range [rom !,~ to ~~ inch and
length-, from :)~ to !;/j t; inch.
White, opaque, ('longatf' -phero ida I gla"s I)('ads with thn'f' spira l
hand", each composed /)1' three inlaid liltif' h.i r-. Tire d uuneters
range from ~~ to :I~ ill' It and tll(' ktli-!-tll.'; {'mIll I ~ to ~~ i/ldl.
White, opaque. !'loll!.'alt· .;pllt'roidal ~b-- I,<,ads with ...ix inlaid
red -pira l ha rs. TIlt' dldnlt'lt'r:,; aH'lagt'
a hout I1 inch and the
"lengths range from :l" to ~~, inch.
White, opaque, elongate -phe ro ida l gla"" Iwads with <ix inlaid
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BEADS

FROM

FATHERLA:"iD

SITE

AND

FORT

ST.

JOSEPH

'lie spiral bars. The diameters range from ~ to % inch and the
t.mgths from % to I}I inch.
White, opaque, elongate spheroidal glass beads with three inlaid bars parallel to the line hole. The borders of these bars are
red and the centers are blue. The diameters range from %6 to
%6 inch and the lengths from 1.! 10 lIJ'; (; inch.
White, opaque, elongate spheroidal glass heads with three inlaid bars parallel to the line hole. These bars are blue at the margins and red in the center. The diameters range from I ~ to 1.! inch
and the lengths from :;'8 to % inch.
White, opaque, elongate spheroidal glass beads with three inlaid blue bars parallel to the line hole. The diameters range from
~ to % inch and the lengths from ~~ to }; n inch.
White, opaque, elongate spheroidal glass lwad,.; with six inlaid
bars parallel to the line hole. These bars ill n'pf'alillp; order are
red, blue, and green. The diameters average about '}IG inch and
the lengths about 0/, (\ inch.
I

ij

I)

SPHEROIDAL

AND OBLATE

SPHEROIDAL

BEADS

Colorless
Colorless, translucent, spheroidal and oblate -pheroidal
beads with diameters from ~~f\ to :\~ inch and lengths from
% inch.

glass

'iJ 6 to

Monochrome
White, opaque, spheroida I and oblate spheroida l glass beads
with diameters from 1~ to :l~~ inch and lengths Irom '\ 1 to ~~6 inch.
Dark blue, opaque, sphero ida l and oblate spht"""i..!
glass beads
with diameters from I~ to :1" inch and Ipngll;, frol"
10 ~.;u inch.
Green, opaque, ..;phnoirlal and 01.1"1,, '1,1 l"ldal glass beads
with diameters from :\1 t.
"'j '\ inch it I'.! l"llgd,11o III ~~ r, to %
inch.
'l

(11

Polychrome
Colorless, translucent, snhero ida l and ohlat. -phernidal glass
beads with seven white threads pressed ill the gla~ ...parallel to the
line hole. "Gooseberry type." The diameters are about }~ inch and
the lengths vary from 0/, r. to 7~ r. inch.
Cornaline d'Aleppo type, reddish brown exterior shell over
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core of opaque hlu«. The ..ha pe is spheroidal.
The diameters
are
about ~lij inch and tht' length" are also about :'11; iJII·h.
Blue, tr,Ilhhlt'f'nt,
spheroidal
and olilate spheroidal
glass beads
with eight w h it« iula id liars parallel to the line hole. The diameters
are [roru
I to .;~ inch
and the lengths from ::Iti to :j~ inch.
C reen. Irunslucent,
sphere ida I glass beads with eight inlaid
Vohll(' IId.I~ parallel
to the line hole. The diameters
are about 'X6
illt h and the lengths are also 116 inch.
White, opaque, spheroidal
glass beads with three bars parallel
to the Iine hole. These bars have red margins and blue centers.
The diameters
are about }16 inch, and the lengths are also 'X 6
inch.
Black. opaque,
oblate spheroidal
glass beads with a network
of three wavy stripes of white or yellowish
white inlay placed
horizontally.
The diameters
are from :I~ to I,~ inch and the lengths
from

~ fl to ~

OBl.ATE

6

inch.

SPHEROIDAL

JOI"'ED

BEADS

Honochrome
White,
of

""'TS

opaque,

ohlate splu-ro idul joined glass heads
and length~ of I~ to }'1 (i inch.

wilh diam-

'X 11 to y~inch

Blue-gray,
opaque,
d rarneters of ~~G to:~

olilan-

-phe roida l joined

inch and

lengths

%

of

gla.·
f 'ads
to "is »ich.

with

Pols chrome
Rlllf·k, opaque, oblate splvroida l joined gla;; •. 'Id" with a network 'If three intertwined
white or v-l lowish
.' .te bands. The
d ia nv-ters average % inch a"e! tilt: lengths allol t 1'16 inch.
SPH ~ lWIDAL

FLUTED

BEADS

Blue. translucent,
spheroidal
glass bead- \\ ith longitudinal
flutmp
Diameters
are about Yr, inch and lengths are about % inch.
Oft

\HEIlRAL

BEADS

(H50 CALLED

Col •. t less, translucent.
del.,llt'l!'.'!
1holl' \~ inch ami 1I,It!!!I·· frflnl :I(

BEo\n,

"';lht

I

ru

EIGHT

c.l..l~" L·.!!t,
III

FACETS)

w ith diameters

of

Y2. ,,,,,./1.

BllIf . <orn« Vo
ha I OP:ilfU<', d,·I·"llt·dr,1

fli about":I,

~

inch and If'lIl! 11- frnnl "s to
facets and are ten-s ided when one

_liI'"

1.~

:", .

.I, with d iarneter ...

I lw,,' bead- have

,'II'h.

(·"L1I1I

••.

11.

nat end .•.
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BEADS

RASPBERRY-SHAPED

FROM

"ATtU.K!

\ 'HI

"ITE

AND

FORT

ST. JOSE

PH

BEADS

Colorless. translucent.
ril~ph('rr~·.,haJ't'd
gla:-s heads with diameters
of % inch and lengths also about '" uuh.
Blue, tra ns] ucent, raspherry-sha
!,cd i! la;;,.. beads with diameters
of about :Ix inch and lengths also about :\ inch.

